
HOT COLLEGE ESSAY TOPICS

Popular College Application Essay Topics (and How to Answer Them) A vague essay about a hot button issue doesn't
tell the admissions committee anything.

It's a nerve-wracking time for them, and it shows. School should take place in the evenings. Good luck!
Clearly, the bird was dead. I rummaged through the house, keeping a wary eye on my cat. It was through
exploring cultures around the world that I first became interested in language. How did it affect you, and what
did you learn from the experience? That is, until March 11th,  The bottom line is this: No matter how much
you love your mom, dad, grandparents, or significant other, your college application essay needs to be about
you. Teachers should be paid more. And if a student only has one side of the family to talk about, that in and
of itself is ripe for ideas. Teens should be able to start driving at 14 instead of  I am innately curious about
people's backgrounds and daily lives, and how that shapes who they are and what they accomplish. She is
thankful. I instinctively reached out my hand to hold it, like a long-lost keepsake from my youth. So avoid the
pitfall of writing about what you think will impress the admission office versus what truly matters to you. Find
the right college for you Author: Jason Patel Jason Patel is the founder of Transizion, a college counseling and
career services company that provides mentorship and consulting on college applications, college essays,
resumes, cover letters, interviews, and finding jobs and internships. Recycling should be mandatory for
everyone. Why was this feeling so familiar, so tangible? She made me do chores: I fixed dinner, fed their two
dogs Sassy and Lady, and once a week I cleaned the bathroom. But couldn't I do something? Q: So what am I
going to do with all these lessons? Prompt 4: Solving a problem. Yearly driving tests should be mandatory for
the first five years after getting a license. Yearly driving tests should be mandatory past age  When I was very
little, I caught the travel bug. But overcoming challenges demonstrates courage, grit, and perseverance! We
infiltrated the enemy lines, narrowly dodging each attack.


